To Apply:
1. Wash and dry the skin to be painted.
2. Blend the color edges with a damp sponge to soften the paint. This will make the application easier.
3. Apply the base color with the sponge or sponge tip applicator. Keep paint away from eyes.
4. Add details and outlines with sponge tip applicator.

Tips:
1. Colors can be mixed with sponge to form new colors.
2. Apply lighter colors before darker ones.
3. Apply layers of paint to avoid cracking. Let first layer dry before adding second to keep the colors from mixing.
4. If painting a specific shape, for instance a butterfly, outline the butterfly shape with sponge tip applicator and then fill in with a sponge.
5. When finished, rinse your sponges and applicators with water and a tiny bit of face soap.

To Remove:
1. Wipe color off with facial tissue. Use cleansing cream or soap and water to remove any remaining color.

Color Mixing:
- Adding white to a color will make it lighter.

Darks & Lights:
- Adding black to a color will make it darker.

Mixing Colors:
- Adding yellow to blue will make green.
- Adding red to blue will make purple.
- Adding red to yellow will make orange.

Melange Des Couleurs:
- Adding white to a color will make it lighter.

Couleurs Foncées et Pâles:
- Adding black to a color will make it darker.

Avertissement: 13g (0.45 oz) - do not apply near eyes, mouth or broken skin.

Avertissement: 20g (0.70 oz) - do not apply near eyes, mouth or broken skin.

Avertissement: 30g (1.06 oz) - do not apply near eyes, mouth or broken skin.